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ABSTRACT

Brief historical sketches concerning Friends Meetings within Philadelphia Yearly Meeting written by T. Chalkley Matlack.

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

T. Chalkley Matlack (1858-1945) was a genealogist, artist and photographer. He taught at Friends Central School in Philadelphia. In 1938 he published "Brief historical sketches concerning Friends Meetings of the past and present ... " [see 1106A].

(Source: Dictionary of Quaker Biography)
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SCOPE AND CONTENTS OF THE COLLECTION

Typescript (1092 p.) sketches of Meetings comprising Abington Quarter, Bucks Quarter, Burlington Quarter, Caln Quarter, Concord Quarter, Fishing Creek Half-Year, Haddonfield Quarter, Philadelphia Quarter, Philadelphia Yearly, Salem Quarter, Shrewsbury and Rahway Quarter, Southern Quarter, Western Quarter. Addenda describe Meetings closely associated with Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, as well as two schools; a number of Meetings belonging to Baltimore Yearly Meeting; Meetings on Long Island and some belonging to New York Yearly Meeting; two Meetings belonging to Ohio and Indiana Yearly Meetings, as well as a college; four Quaker communities in the Pocono Mountains founded in early 1900s. Included are hand-colored maps indicating areas covered by each Meeting.